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Abstract 
Development of a pmctzcal framework for commonsense reasoning about temporal rela- 
tions in databases is the m a n  task of this research effort Logc programming is the 
chosen computational paradigm and commercially amlable Prolog technology is used for 
constructing computer programs The key contribut~on is a high level Prolog program 
which is an abstraction of some of the features of commonsense temporal reasoning With 
the help of this program, we can perform three d~fferent ypes of temporal reasomng 
r Persistence of properties, occurrence of events and changes in values over time with- 
out the expliut mention of tlme vanable, 
0 Explicit clock temporal logic of events and changes, 
r Handling incomplete temporal information in relational databases 
We solve problems from engineering and management databases to illustrate the power 
and versatility of our reasoning predicates For solving the problem of query processing in 
temporal databases, we have chosen an algebrac approach based on finite unlon of sets of 
time intervals and developed Prolog programs so that temporal queries can be answered 
efficiently 
Our results also deal w~th  exception handling in temporal databases Passage of time 
brings to light the exceptions to the business rules expressed in the form of lntegrlty 
construnts Restormg database integr~ty requires changes In the form and content of 
integrity construnts themselves We have developed a new algorithm combining the 
features of simlanty-based learning and explanation-based learning for this purpose The 
corresponding Prolog program functions as a Database Adrmnistrator's Assistant 
In obtarnmg our results, we have followed the declarative style of making the Prolog 
programs look and behave hke log~c programs We used extra-logleal features of Prolog 
technology also to enhance the closeness to logic programmng Non-loglcal features are 
used when necessary for ensunng reasonable performance without sacrificing clanty or 
correctness 
